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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call Line
[PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number picks up whichever line is available.

B Conference Call:
C Skype:

1-213 -342-3000

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

D Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
•
•
•
•

● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Current Program Archives
Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “More Archives”
Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one being at the top.
You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/ look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II
A
B

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 213 - 342- 3000;

PIN 9467441#

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C Wednesdays:
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7:00 – 9:00 EST

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

Cheryl
1St festival

3Rd Festival of Unity
We are still in the 3 day period of the full moon: some info on the importance of this time period.
Housekeeping:
BBS:

Rainbird

Thank you!

• A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• We need $ 330 this week. Many thanks for each and all contributions.
• Needs everyone of us to donate something, would like to hear from all on the call.
• What we hear and learn feeds our minds and our souls!
• Go to BBS.com/Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting cheques through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS, or the one for
Thursday night: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to someone else's
archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all of your check is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.

T & R: • They also need food & gas money this week
PS: Rama is having a challenge with his tooth
• Can donate via the Paypal button on the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
• Please notify them if you're sending something:

koran999@comcast.net

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too

HARD NEWS:
R: people honoring the energies coming in: northern hemisphere is longest day, shortest night; southern
• hemisphere is longest night, shortest day.
• We don't need more advisors in Iraq: we need Nesara now! As it is enacted, the soldiers come
home
• The story is only about NESARA; other things are distractions.
• Dennis Kuchinch at the Democratic Convention was saying “wake up america”
• Those getting paychecks from Mr and Mr Koch will find them turning into D O A tags!
The goddess is back: she's black, she's beautiful, and she's calling the shots!
It is only about NESARA – everything else is a distraction.
T: need whole-hearted focus on NESARA – the more we focus on it, the closer into actualization it comes
• God is watching us, and that god is KOS, Sananda Kumara in body; and his consort, LM Nada,
the special lawyer of the International Court of Justice
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R: asked Rana Mu about Angleca Merkel speaking in front of the ICJ: she said what is going on in the
Ukraine is not Mr Putin, but the Nazis in the west and their fuhrer over here, called the Tea Party,
and Phil and Wendy Gram – the ones trying to push their ideas of the world re-set of currency: it is
about completely erasing NESARA – if you are involved in the dinar scheme, you are slapping N in
the face.
• You have answers to the Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkey story – these countries border the story
called The Golden Temple were the Sikhs are
• Brings up Zacharia Sitchen, the Lost Books of Enki, and Mother's people; How this gets played
out is anyone's guess, but they were wrong about Nibiru and about Niburu causing the events in
the 2012 movie: will not happen; that scenario has been cancelled
T: Does not mean that we don't have work to do: the real concern for California running out of water in 2
years; for anything to happen, means
Camp Lovewave:
• Played part of the video of Greg Palast: Vultures, Bandits and Voter Fraus
• Paul Singer is truly evil, a multi millionaire up – has $27 Billion of his own – up there with the
Kochs; funds Chris Christie
• The BP gulf oil disaster in the Gulf: the dispersant they put in the water to hide the oil – it is
affecting the wild live, the people – several witnesses spoke to Greg Palast and talked about
children coughing up blood from the dispersant; in Mississippi
T: A friend now in Santa Fe used to live in Mississippi has serious lung issues; almost died
• the radioactive fire, the Dome fire in 1999, sent up a huge plume from that fire was reported on
Texas radio – people were saying there was something wrong with the fire: had green flames
Over 100 of the most experienced fire fighters refused to go and fight it because it was
radioactive, and they knew it.
• The plume landed over the little town of Dixon, the children were coughing up, throwing up blood,
oozing pus from their ears, eyes, mouth
• There was a meeting in the area; a lady brought her baby and was crying because of the issues
• Hawaii: in Maui, spray the pineapple fields, it is 25x more lethal than the next most lethal spray; also

spray the cane fields – the little kids are throwing up blood from the same sort of thing.
• The GMO issue is a big thing in Hawaii – the lightworkers there are insisting on labelling and
seem to have been successful in making this happen
• Berlin Natural Bakery in Ohio: the grain is grown in Germany, INDOORS, in a hermetically sealed
place, due to the Chernobyl plant in Ukraine, which is still radiating poisons.
• There is more strictness regarding the use of GMOs in Europe than in N. A.
• Issues with candida come up as a result of

and eating compromised grains also contributes to
candida – doing sugars on any regular basis, including honey, also adds to candida
• A clay bath will relieve the problem of contamination on your skin

• The planet is seriously contaminated: this is not discussed; most of GMOs are going into US food and

diet
• China, Europe, Russia will not accept the GMO foods from the US. Bolivia won't accept the food,
either – yet huge swaths of soybean fields in Bolivia: children die from working in the fields. GMO
requires the use of agent orange in Roundup;
• GMO: a genocide operation started by Hitler, brought here in 1949; 100,000 Nazis who did
not get tried in Nuremburg; the Nazis went to Argentina and then came up here; they particularly
want Americans to go under because this republic is the dream , the ideal
• This Republic is the grand experiment that Beloved Ascended Master St Germain came to
the Founding Fathers and said “sign here; I'll be back” and he is here: Office in Langley & DC – he
means business the Koch Bros, Mitch McConnell, gov Chris Christie all those playing with this
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• There are 2 sets of stories here: The Matrix with The Koch Bros, Mitch McConnell, Christ Christie all
the rest who have been playing; the other is our brothers and sisters of the most wonderful kind
in the West Wing with Mr 19.5*, and McConnell and the rest do no know who's who!
• Dr Robert Scheer – Truthdig.org – a really good website.
• War is not the answer; NESARA is the answer – he said both things 3 times each;
• as NESARA is enacted/publicly declared, peace is declared and all the troops world wide come

home – it AFFECTS THE WHOLE PLANET. This is because the single currency that controls all
currency is the US one; the “ global reset” discussion is thievery; stealing the NESARA principles
in hopes of staying power
• As we continue to play with not having the Sherman anti Trust Act and the Taft Hartley Act and others –

our banks are gambling casinos and we can knock on the right door and say “I have 5 grand, lets
do a roll” and no one is putting silver bracelets on them, and they do, behind the scenes.
• They have to suppress the votes more and more and more; voters rights were obliterated when
the supreme court pulled out the most valuable part of the Voter Act;
• Gov Kasich pulled all the early voting – yet the people there are pushing for return of
voting rights
• In Mexico, your name is on a list; don't have to show ID of any kind; don't frisk you at the
door
Rana Mu: we are at the critical juncture with this longest day and shortest night;
• as the aspects are so exact with the frequencies today, these ones are doing all they can to
distract us with stories that are not real, about money showing up. This is the final card of the
banksters who know it is over.
• Max Keiser broke the table on the set today he was so angry! “Bpndzilla is coming to get you!”
Another fraud
• Talks of Kevin McCarthy, cousin of Joe McCarthy, is majority house leader – a real Nazi collaborator and

a half!
• Terran Lovewave: a matter of time before you are asked “Are you now or every have you been a
member of the Communist Party?”
Music: Kadoish, Kadoish, Kadoish

[These websites give the meaning of the words]

Kadoish, Kadoish, Kadoish, TSEBAYOTH Adonai ' - YouTube
20 Aug 2012 ... vídeo original: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jr2lp7cw7CY.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xsdr9St0Z3E - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Kadoish, Kadoish, Kadoish, Adonai 'Tsebayoth - YouTube
31 Jul 2009 ... "Holy Holy Holy is the Lord God of Hosts: the whole earth is full of his glory" Isiah
6:1-3 This Ancient Hebrew chant of exaltation is sung by the ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jr2lp7cw7CY - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Kadoish Kadoish Kadoish Adonai Tsebayoth! - YouTube
6 Oct 2011 ... Earth Energy 2013 Return of Christ Consciousness Holy Holy Holy is the Lord of
Hosts Kadosh Kadosh Kadosh Adonai Tsebeyoth  קדוש קדוש...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ummk5IpQB0 - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
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T: Reading: from The Secret Destiny of America, preface to latest addition. Manly P. Hall
Manly P Hall was the reincarnation of Madam Blavatsky who started the Theosophical Society,
first in Madras, India; then London, England, and finally in Chicago, Illinois
• CIA has messed with the teachings, covered up the references to galactic ancestors &
relations
Andy and Patti Cota robles started Avatro
• T knew Alma Bell Brown, an old I AMer, a granddaughter of Alexander Graham Bell who knew the

a lot about CIA operatives inside out, and knew the Ballards
• Daddy Ballard was Ben Franklin; Mommy Ballard was George Washington.
• They had no veils and could remember the entire darkness that infiltrated the founding of the
country.
• She sat with them with Kalki Maitreya and they went into the teachings I also what got skewed
and how for 8 hours at a stretch, they discussed with the Ballards what had happened in the past –
In order to do divine gov't, we have to know the history as well as the spiritual side, how things can
get skewed and how human nature can be overshadowed
• Recall that they also downloaded a whole series of clones through Mt Shasta and programmed
them to the Black Op kind; tons of people say they are channelling AA Michael, St Germain, and
others, yet they are only getting the Black Ops programs
• In 1993 Dove thought she was talking to 3 Wingmakers; turned out to be infiltration by Bush Sr
• She was having difficulty in aligning herself with what she used to do; she had a big ego,
wanted to tame it, yet she did not manage it: her habits regarding her health were not good
• It is time to call on Serapis Bey, the master disciplinarian – nothing with a face, eating
cooked meat putrifies your system on a regular basis: once it's cooked, it's dead!
Caller:
• Yes, Lord Maitraya is back; Benjamin Creme has been working with this energy for a long time
• There is one being that Creme has been working with particularly, and there are many more –
they are anchoring this energy for 7.4 billion people on the planet, so we need these voices
• individuals who bring through such a large energy have probably lived tor billions of life time and
worked with so many aspects of the divine that they are able to bring forth this wisdom
through their physical .
• We need to get over setting people on a pedestal & realizing there is much more of that going on
; there is a dispensation right now called WORLD GROUP SERVICE which means we are
working with higher rays & synthesizing these rays – we are working with energies that
have never been here before BECAUSE OUR PLANET IS NOW ON AN UNKNOWN
COURSE . We are going to a new place in the whole universe.
• Our planets are each spiraling on their own path, not a known orbit, and they are following Sol
which is spiraling on its own path; Sun Sol is following a star Vega in the Lyran constellation
and it is following the Pleiades
• They are travelling through a worm hole and you need to know how to navigate it or you're dead.
• Means we have to be able to go the centre of our MWG and then to the Centre of the Super
Galaxy, the Super Centre where the Hunab Ku originates; 27 galaxies which converge
there and the energy gets greater and greater stronger and stronger
• If you don't have a pure vedic satvicway of life in your physical, emotional, intellectual, spiritual,
you cannot get through those things.
• This is spoken about the 2 superman movies: superman's father talked of the 27 galaxies
Caller: the past week has been interesting: Facebook down for /12 hour:
• Anonymous was busy hacking into some stuff – taking care of business which is removing the
cabals who are running for their lives
• Mark Zukerberg / Rockefeller: just killed or disappeared Richard Rockefeller was taken out
because he heard the words of Kalki Matiraya and said he wanted to help the people: went
and joined Patch Adams / doctors without borders.
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• There are 14 Grand Juries investigating Chris Christie with Eric Holder though he is beholden to

Wall Street – some good things are being done, but maybe too late.
Caller: a small bird talking about several ladies running for president? Who?
R: Miss O has been in a huddle with Michelle Obama and Randi Rhodes – she's thinking about running as
VP with Michelle: she has more money than the Koch Bros and they do not like a black woman
having more money than they do!
Caller: meaning of the Kadoish
Holly, holy, Lord god of Hosts 3x
Illumine, Illumine, Illumine my life
An ancient Aramaic
T: there is a Key in the Keys of Enoch that discusses this [Key 3-0-5]
R: yes, Jupiter has become a sun; it changes the whole of our solar system
• There are beings on the planet – it is a holographic program – there is a methane shield around
Lord Jupiter; it will be the 2nd sun in our galaxy
• Rama met a lady at harmonic Conversion - had a different name for Earth: Plantavia
T: This has to do with the gardeners
The 1st creation – Pleiades
The 2nd Creation - Vega
3rd creation story – here on earth, Adam and Eve has to do with the Adan Kadmon –
• 100,000 years ago we had an infusion of DNA
• We were always supposed to come from the high heart and not fall as low as we did
Caller: the animals are evolving much quicker than we are: speaks of a dog and a dolphin
Dog fell out of boat, dolphin rescued him from a great white shark and put him back on the boat!
T: the animals are not evolving faster than humans, as we do not often see what is happening
• Dolphins have human souls, the whales, the octopus – same thing
Caller: refers to last week's call and Noah: 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
R: There was no wooden boat – the arc was an amphibious starship; a huge cargo starship that could
hold 1000s of life forms; there were lots of things happening when Atlantis was going down and
Noah / Nemo and the Melchizedeck saved who they could
• Whatever has been found about the past has been changed: they tried to hide the 520 years, and the

people of North and Sought Amexum, the Moorish people – brings in that the black people were
here before the Indians.
T: Eastern Ukraine, the miners have taken up arms with the so-called pro-Russians separatists
against Kiev; they have been completely disenfranchised like the people in Mississippi – if you are
not for the west, and for NATO etc, we want you dead!
R: Mr Putin, Obama, Xi do not want a 3rd World War; Ashtar has said NO NUKES! AND HE MEANS IT.
Reading: Key 3-0-5 The keys to future luminaries
T/R: we chose to come to earth: no one made us do it

THE KEYS OF ENOCH

With ref to verse 25: the dolphin and the deer are reflections of the mind of the Creator
Reading: from The Secret Destiny of America

Ch 1 The origin of the democratic ideal

R: Talks about the joy of doing the mission
• Heard that in England when they did a sunrise celebration at Stonehenge, even the cops were
dancing with them – something has changed!
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Audio: Thom Hartman 2014, June 19

The Caucus Room conspiracy is alive and well! [SEE BELOW]

• Mike Papantonio of the Ring of Fire – begins by talking about the Movetoamend movement – he

will be talking about it in Chicago and what do they do
• They discuss the efforts of Dick Cheney to be relevant to what is happening at the moment:
Mike calls them “chicken hawks” - none of them ever served, and tried desperately to stay away
from places like Viet Nam by getting deferment after deferment
http://www.thomhartmann.com/bigpicture/full-show-61914-caucus-room-conspiracy-lives-kevin-mccarthy
Writer of the book called ????
About Seegerfest, to be held in NYC ????
Audio: Chris Hayes

All In 2014, June 19

Bridgegate still haunting Chris Christie
New Jersey Governor Chris Christie may be done with the scandal that engulfed his second
term, but it isn’t done with him.
Audio: Rachel Maddow

Rachel Maddow 2014, June 19

‘Constitutional cop-out’ by Congress on Iraq
John Stanton, Washington, D.C. bureau chief at Buzzfeed, talks with Rachel Maddow about the
eagerness of Congress to avoid doing any accountability on Iraq, leaving the decision-making to
the White House and indulging in empty complaining.
Audio: Interview with author of Animal Madness
http://animalmadness.com/
Laurel Braitman
Audio:

Lee Camp – Redacted Tonight!
• About why people have guns; how they got fooled about the importance of having them
• Cheating on the stock market – the system is already rigged and getting worse!

Musical Break
Astrology: Richard

Www.Astro.com

is his source for the weekly chart

June 18, 2014 Pele Report, Astrology Forecast

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=8FJi9TTaxGk
click here for the Solstice astrology chart
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Sometimes I feel like I wanna get off,
This train before I’m completely lost.
Heading into the unknown I need to surrender,
To the plan my soul made in the womb of my mother.
click here for the English transcription of the Pele Report
click here for the Spanish translation of the Pele Report
Pele Report mp3 only
Know what I mean?! Crazy making days as all the plans and intentions of the last six months pile up on
top of us to wrap up as Mars makes his last pass opposite Uranus. Looking out and being prepared for
the unexpected can totally be stressing EVERYONE out! Remember that before you lose it or kick the
dog that we’re all in this together haha! Injoy the wild ride! Namaste. Check Noah and his music at
http://ghostlights.ca Oh yeah!
Ri: walking in an energy that we have never walked in before; his decision this week – only going to listen
to news people that both Democrats and Republicans both hate!!! There ARE independents out
there!
T: Bernie Sanders is the only independent in Congress: for 50 years.
Reading: North Point Astrology for June – Pam June 16 – 22, 2014

[SEE BELOW]

[T: Huge numbers of refugees leaving Myanmar at the moment ]
Reading by Richard: Oracle Report

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: The 33 Stargate Portals of Light ~ June 2014

[SEE BELOW]
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Conference Call:
Caller: Discussion about current financial situation – consulting website called www.getoutofdebt.org
T: did he get a real person to give him advice?
C1: describes what is happening regarding bill collectors
T: what he is doing seems to be good: giving them a dose of their own medicine Also, we have to have the
criminals gone before we are free; brings up www.movetoamend.org and the people walking from
northern CA to Sacramento where they will address Gov. Brown about amending the state
constitution that money is not speech.
C1: Los Angeles City council took a vote about corporations are not people and they agreed they are not,
about 2 years ago. Hasn't seen anything on it since.
T: need follow-up to make sure it gets turned into law. Refers to the socialist city councilor in Seattle who
got passed that the hourly wage is $15; other cities are pushing the same idea – an avalanche is
beginning. Also legalizing marijuana is good too because there are so many things that can be
made out of the plant, let alone the medical applications. Refers to the Democracy Now program
and the children having seizures in incredible numbers, and the use of the oil brought her back to
almost normal.
C1 asks about the hemp and if something is added to make it strong.
T: no, it is a 40 foot tall tree – the drug war is so insane; now 54,000 kids are coming from the drug triangle
in Guatemala and there; kids running around in gangs with guns, killing and raping and working
with hard drugs. The children are walking out! Older kids carrying the younger ones – going to
Texas, where the ICE people ship them to AZ – a form of concentration camp.
C1: what is Obama going to do about that situation?
T: has Nazi collaborators in the Congress that won't help him: Kevin McCarthy is the younger cousin of Joe
McCarthy era. Nixon was the worst president ever in US history – Nixon worked for McCarthy
before he became President. Daniel Ellsberg did a skit once: was Nixon first, then Henry Kissinger
– memorized both conversations. So time to get sober!!! Light workers do not understand how
deadly the current situation has become: the murder of Michael Hastings at 33 – he stripped
Petraeus and McChrystal to the dirt, and they set up the murder: rigged the car so he was basically
burned him alive. The wife was on Alex Witt this am but could not tell the truth about what
happened.[and Alex Witt does know what is going on]
C2: comments about how Rachel approached what was going on [The Rachel Maddow Show]
T: Rachel was hysterical about both sides of the congress not wanting to take responsibility for Iraq – they
took Article 1 of the Constitution and flipped it.
C2: you can tell what her favourite stories are! T: he was the last Jew; all the rest are fundamentalist
christians and thieves! C2: and we are just getting started!
T: asks if saw Christie dancing with Jimmy Fallon – he's got some rhythm! T says he'll be in an orange
jumpsuit now! Understands he's lost about 100 lbs in last month – can tell; has more to go!
Remember he did 9/11 – he's showing signs of stuffing self with stress. At an interview with David
Letterman, he took a donut out of his pocket and started to eat it right there! Had to do with the NY
gov at the time who was trying to tax sugary drinks.
• She reads Section 8, article 1 of the Constitution about the Congress having the authority and power to
deal with the money issues & all other things – Thom Hartmann rants about copyright: should not
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be longer than 3 years because what you think is a new invention is not new: it is built on the
shoulders of the ones who went before – yet corporations won't have it.
• From 1929 – 1974, they did the biggest sterilization program – bigger than Hitler! Men and women in
North Carolina; congress has the power to declare war – the one Rachel said they gave the flipper
to! Are you running away from your duty? They are pissed off with themselves for not doing their
duty in the first place
• Reads about the Aramean people, not to be confused with Armenias; they are the indigenous people of
Aram-Nahrin, in our days, Mesopotamia. Other Arameans became known as Chaldeans.
• Comments that there is no more border between Iraq and Syria: the border of the area around Qaim
between Syria and Iraq; they are all Arameans
C1: Question about ISIS:
T corrects the division: 95% Sunni; smaller amount is Shia – which makes the current situation in Iraq really
nasty: Maliki is a schill for the West. No: McCain armed the people, not Hillary – also the Bandar
Bush from Saudi Arabia
C1: talks about having had dinner with Bandar Bush; had to do with the caller's father: Bandar only had one
eye, as his mother had ruined the other so he would not be taken into the military: he came to
California to go to UCLA – caller got to know him a little bit back in the 60s when they were both
young.
T: such stories personalize things; and we are all in this together – imagine Bandar talking to his Saudi
friends saying he met an American while he was in college; caller can use this connection to help
the situation.
• Talks about what happened in Mosul and how the monks etc left a monastery near there: refugees have
been taken there and are being looked after. The dark ones set up the situation so it could be laid
on Obama but he is not buying it / getting involved in the sectarian war in Iraq
Reading: about the Aramean People

[SEE BELOW]

http://www.aramnahrin.org/English/Arameans_Syria_Iraq_Blind_Leading_Blind_21_2_2014.htm

Aramean people: Aramean people (not to be confused with ‘Armenians’) speak Aramaic, the
language spoken by Abraham, Moses and Jesus. They are the indigenous people of what
was called in ancient times Aram- Nahrin, in our days it is called ‘Mesopotamia’.

BBS: Music
Reading: the commitment to Sacred Relationship – transcribed by Sonja and sent to them – a decree that
embodies who we are as universal shamans.
Audio: a Shaman from Peru http://universalshamancourse.com/course/UniversalShaman
Shamanic Tool #1; Shamanic Tool 32
Reading: more on the Aramean People, Chapter 2 – have been planning for decades to ethnically cleanse
all the people of Aramea - 5 million Iraqis already dead due to the fake war / WMDs
• Part 1 was about Syria – there is a fake group
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Audio: Excerpts from Shadows of Liberty

Democracy Now Amy Goodman

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=_SAUborWbPw
Synopsis
Shadows of Liberty reveals the extraordinary truth behind the news media: censorship,
cover-ups and corporate control.
Filmmaker Jean-Philippe Tremblay takes a journey through the darker corridors of the US
media, where global conglomerates call the shots. For decades, their overwhelming
influence has distorted news journalism and compromised its values.
In highly revealing stories, renowned journalists, activists and academics give insider
accounts of a broken media system. Controversial news reports are suppressed, people are
censored for speaking out, and lives are shattered as the arena for public expression is
turned into a private profit zone.
Tracing the story of media manipulation through the years, Shadows of Liberty poses a
crucial question: why have we let a handful of powerful corporations write the news? Media
reform is urgent and freedom of the press is fundamental.

Meditation: the Children of the Sun
Audio: Dennis Kuchinich from the Democratic National Convention - “Wake Up America!”

Audio: [KR617] Keiser Report: Rise of Bondzilla
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=NOV5gYn5hjk
We discuss the rise of Bondzilla, being fed on zero percent interest rates by central bankers who
have become death, destroyers of markets. In the second half, Max interviews Kerry-Anne
Mendoza of Scriptonite about the policy of austerity being codeword for the ongoing wealth and
property transfer from the poor to the elite. They also discuss the People’s Water Cannon and
the Queen’s potential fracking riches.

Reading:

D'yanni Yahoo

Closing:

Rama with some Rumi set to music!
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2014, June 19

The Caucus Room conspiracy is alive and well!

Submitted by Thom Hartmann A... on 19. June 2014 - 14:15
The Caucus Room conspiracy is alive and well right here in the nation’s
capital. Earlier this afternoon - House Republicans voted in Majority Whip Kevin
McCarthy as their new Majority Leader. McCarthy was the favorite to succeed
outgoing Majority Leader Eric Cantor - and easily beat out his only challenger Idaho congressman and Tea Party favorite - Raul Labrador.
The beltway media will - of course - say that this is a victory for the GOP
establishment - and they’re right. But there’s another element to McCarthy’s
election as majority leader that the DC media probably won’t be talking about. And that’s his part in the
conspiracy to take down the Obama administration and what that says about how he'll flex his muscle as
Eric Cantor's replacement.
On January 20, 2009, the night when the Obama's were attending inaugural balls and most Americans
were out celebrating the end of the Bush years, a group of powerful Republicans was planning the end of
Obama presidency before it even got going.
At the Caucus Room restaurant right here in Washington, DC - GOP leaders drew up a plan to intentionally
sabotage Obama at every point possible. The whole thing was orchestrated by Republican propaganda
mastermind Frank Luntz and over the course of four hours, a group of the most powerful conservative
lawmakers in the country committed to a plan of action.
They promised each other that they would filibuster and obstruct any and all legislation supported by the
new President, Barack Obama. They would do everything possible, for as long as it took, to make his a
"failed presidency." On the guest list for this “invitation only” meeting were Republican Senators like Jim
DeMint, Jon Kyl, Tom Coburn, John Ensign and Bob Corker. Also in attendance were Congressmen Paul
Ryan, Pete Sessions, Jeb Hensarling, Pete Hoekstra, Dan Lungren and - you guessed it - Eric Cantor and
Kevin McCarthy.
Make no mistake about it: it’s no coincidence that Eric Cantor and Kevin McCarthy - tried and true
members of the Caucus Room conspiracy - both have now held the position of House Majority
Leader. Republicans may seem divided right now - but there’s one thing that always unites them: electing a
leader who will sabotage the Obama presidency.
- See more at: http://www.thomhartmann.com/blog/2014/06/caucus-room-conspiracy-alive-andwell#sthash.NkLu0JCR.dpuf
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2014, June 16 – 22 NorthPoint Astrology Journal: Your Guide to Planetary Energies for June 16-22,
2014
by Pam Younghans

Today’s photo: Auroras over Lake Minnewanka, Alberta, Canada, on June 8,
2014 (photo by William Lefort, posted on SpaceWeather.com)

MANY THANKS to everyone who signed up for last week’s teleclass! We had record numbers attending,
and from all over the world, which was both fun and very exciting. I hope all who participated gained some
insights that will assist you in the months ahead.
If you missed the class and would like to purchase the audio replay and a copy of the slideshow, that
window is still open! Just send me an email with “Teleclass Replay” in the subject line, and we’ll make
arrangements. (pam@northpointastrology.com)
LIFE CONTINUES to feel a bit blurry around the edges this week. Neptune has just begun its retrograde
(backward) phase, so the planet’s dreamlike effects are still strong. And retrograde Mercury is a focal point
of the coming week as well, adding to the sense that nothing is quite real in the way that we normally
expect it to be.
Mercury re-enters Gemini on Tuesday, and then passes by the Sun on Thursday, right before the Sun
leaves Gemini and enters Cancer. This emphasis on the themes of Gemini tell us that it’s an important
week to rethink our usual ways of communicating. We will want to pay especially close attention to being
clear in our intentions and in our words. Miscommunications at this time are likely to reflect a lack of clarity
we’re feeling internally about the subject at hand.
By the time Mercury turns direct again on July 1, it will be back at the degree it originally crossed on May
22. This means we may also benefit from reviewing the past three weeks of our experience (as much as
we can remember!) and see if there are some things we would change, given the chance for a “re-do.”
CHIRON joins the group of retrograde planets this week, scheduled to station on Friday and then go
backward in Pisces until November 23. Chiron’s retrograde phase is an opportunity for us to go more
deeply into a spiritual healing process, especially with regards to our ability to trust the universe and to
accept the unfolding of our lives even when our choices or outcomes are not yet defined.
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The issues of boundaries and control are also a part of Chiron’s work in Pisces. The twelfth sign is known
for compassion, understanding, and receptivity — qualities which, when taken too far, can become
martyrdom, servitude, and a need to bring everything into alignment with one’s personal vision of what
would be ideal. With Chiron’s station this week, we are working with these polarities, and starting to release
unhealthy patterns in these areas.
THE MOST CELEBRATED planetary event this week is, of course, the June Solstice, when the Sun enters
Cancer. This solstice marks the beginning of summer in the Northern Hemisphere, and the beginning of
winter in the Southern.
A chart drawn for the exact time of the solstice is said to be the “birth chart” for the next three months in our
experience, until the next season is born on the September Equinox. The solstice chart shows the Sun
aligned with retrograde Mercury, so we will have opportunities over the next three months to do some
important realigning of our goals and intentions, based on the inner work we will do.
THE SOLSTICE CHART also shows Mars, Pluto and Uranus forming a cardinal “T-square” configuration.
Our grand cross that was strongest in April has lost one of its cornerstones, now that Jupiter has moved out
of range.
A T-square is an unstable relationship formed between three planets, one that requires self-awareness and
a good attention to staying in balance. Here’s a slightly abridged version of astrologer Bil Tierney’s writings
on the effects of a cardinal T-square with Pluto at the apex (90 degrees away from Uranus and Mars):
“Apex Pluto indicates we are intensely self-driven, and may not easily integrate with others. We may reject
assistance and support out of fear of losing control of the situation. We are able to quickly gather and
activate our power reserves as needed in situations that demand immediate, decisive reactions.”
THERE IS GREAT POWER in this configuration, but we will need to be very aware of ways in which we
carry a chip on our shoulders, or resist cooperating with others. Any patterns that we carry of resentment
and resistance will likely be very clearly reflected to us in the mirror of our experience.
In other words, this coming season is an exceptionally powerful time to do release work on those patterns
of fear that manifest in power struggles and confrontations. And just think how sparkly clean — and ready
for new beginnings — we will be after this release process!
Blessings,
Pam
To Subscribe to the NorthPoint Journal:If you have been forwarded this issue of the NorthPoint
Astrology Journal and would like to receive it directly every week, please click here. Then, scroll
down to the bottom of the webpage, fill out the subscription form, and click on Submit.
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2014, June 21

For Saturday, June 21 - Sunday, June 22, 2014

PRAYING MANTIS IN SHADOW FROM WISE OWL WAYNE
Cancer Cycle June 27, 2014: Shift in the Game
Saturday, June 21 - Sunday, June 22, 2014
Third Quarter Moon Phase: complete
Moon in Aries
Ruling Mahavidya: Bagalamukhi (The Paralyzer, The Storm-Calmer)
Skill: accept personal responsibility
Negative Imprint: recklessness, carelessness
Positive Imprint: attention, renewal
Saturday brings the energy of the entire cycle to a head. We accept or assume personal responsibility for where
we are in the process of our growth and development. It's the Solstice, the longest or shortest day, depending
where on Gaia Sophia you are, and we reach a turning point in how we see and understand things - particularly
ourselves.
This energy enables us to take charge and rise to the occasion. What have you wanted to stand up and change,
like an aroused striker around a factory? What is your standard now? What is being reborn in you? What have
you wanted to find?
All of the newness and change sometimes has us overlooking or rejecting "the old" too quickly. We build the
new from the old, so honor the contribution of what has been meaningful in the past as it morphs into the future.
Power issues and power struggles are inherent in this energy. This happens when there are dramatic shifts and
turning points. When people feel like they are losing their place, losing their value, or losing the familiar, they can
become fearful and reactionary. Anger ensures.
If the struggle is within yourself, accept responsibility for it. See it for what it is and then stand up to it. The power
to end the internal struggle is strong today, and you can call on this month's Wisdom Goddess, Bagala, to
paralyze or end the struggle.
Sunday brings the ability to get "unstuck" or out of limbo. We rise above the challenges we've faced over the
past month with a larger perspective. This energy is intense. It can feel relentless with one thing after another.
The pummeling of energy serves to strengthen us on the last day of this lunar cycle. (Sunday is the last full day
of the Third Quarter Moon phase, the energetic ending of the cycle.) Whatever has been welling up inside us
has a strong push on Sunday.

Enjoy the Solstice and I will see you back on Monday as we move in between the veils of the worlds for the
Balsamic Moon phase.
http://www.oraclereport.com/
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The 33 Stargate Portals of Light ~ June 2014

The Elders Transmission ~ June 2014
Mp3 download www.pleiadianlight.net/free-downloads
You Tube Video of Mp3 http://youtu.be/OMn4al7Fe3E
Welcome, sweet ones. It gives us great pleasure to be with you in this month of June as you experience a
deeper integration of the Divine Feminine archetype of Light, and the activation in particular, of the
Planetary Goddess archetype of Light, amplified at the time of the Solstice on June 21st. Sweet ones, this
is a glorious moment in time as you experience the activation of this beautiful flame of Divine Love within
your hearts, and within the hearts of all humanity ~ of every man, woman and child on this Earth Plane,
within the freewill aspects of Creation. For, through the many planetary activities of Light, a clearing,
transmutation, and an embracing of the negative ego aspects – the old cellular memories, judgments, false
beliefs, and human miscreations, are being purged and transmuted back into the Cosmic Heart of all
Creation. This Divine Dispensation calls forth the Sisterhood of the Rose to assist in the activation of the
Planetary Goddess archetype of Light so that all Life may know themselves as these sacred transfiguring
Flames of Divine Love, and Master Beings of Light.
Sweet ones, the Sisterhood of the Rose was created in the time of Lemuria, and later as priestesses in
Atlantis they gathered together in circles of twelve to activate this Flame of Divine Love, of harmony, of
abundance, of joy, and peace, through the hearts of all humanity. There were twelve groups of twelve
women who formed the Sisterhood of the Rose. The goddess symbol is the rose, but it is through Self Love
that this beautiful Pink flame of Divine Love activates within your hearts.
The Sisterhood of the Rose took this beautiful Pink Flame of Divine Love out in the four directions of the
earth to assist Mother Earth and all her Life, also working directly with the energy of Sirius, the Pleiades
and the Galactic Center. For it is Sirius and the Pleiades that draw into alignment the influx of energy that
activates through the Galactic Center, and the Sun and Central Sun, to a greater knowing of your multidimensionality as Initiates of Light. And what you are called upon, sweet ones, to assist as these physical
vessels of Light in this sacred month of June, is the activation of this beautiful Pink Flame of Divine Love
within your hearts ~ and the healing too, of your lower bodies, so that you may experience your full
magnificence and Light, so you may embrace your pain and anger, your guilt and your shame, and your
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perceived separation, as the lower bodies are purged. As the Sisterhood of the Rose Overlights this
process, you are initially invited into the Healing Temple of Isis within the etheric of Sirius and from here,
into the Temple of Divine Love within the Pleiades constellation. For Isis, known as the Goddess of Great
Healing, the Lady of the Words of Power, the Divine Queen, the Great Goddess and Mother of Creation,
brings forth the activation codes that ignites the Flame of Divine Love, and the re-emergence of the
Planetary Goddess of Light.
So let us set our sacred space, sweet ones, as we take you on this journey into the Healing Temple of Isis,
and to assist through this, in the clearing, the releasing, the transmuting and the healing of the lower bodies
of all humanity.
Sit comfortably now within your sacred space, breathing deep into the body ~ expanding the lower
abdomen as you breathe in, contracting the lower abdomen as you breathe out.
You have a sense now of the Christed timelines merging into this Now, as you experience a greater level of
the Knowing of yourselves as Initiates of Light, and of choosing to be of service to Mother Earth and all her
Life. You have a sense of knowing too that you are an innate healer ~ able to tune into the Divine
Intelligence of the physical body, as well as the emotional and mental bodies, and being able to assist in
the transmutation and clearing of the negative pockets of energy and cellular memories within yourself that
create these oscillations within the emotional body in particular, sweet ones. These emotional oscillations
have increased for many of you, as you are experiencing these Light frequencies amplifying through the
lower bodies, moving into every aspect of the shadow that needs to be embraced, loved, accepted,
appreciated, nurtured, transmuted, and understood as you come into a greater balance and a deeper
alignment into the Cosmic Heart of all Creation.
You are surrounded now in a beautiful Silver-Gold, Pink and Purple Flame of Light. This is the Healing
Flame of Isis and connects through the heart chakra and into each one of the chakras, allowing for this
recalibration, allowing for this transmuting, allowing for this healing and rebalancing, and in particular, the
activation of the Divine Feminine blueprints of Creation.
As you ground into the crystal heart of Mother Earth, and connect through the Unity Grid of Divine Love to
your Soul and Star family and friends of the Light, you call in all the Beings of Light from On High that you
personally acknowledge, and your Beloved I AM Presence who is guiding you in this Golden Age of Light.
And in this support and in this Love, you are now invited into Isis’s Healing Temple of Light within the
etheric of Sirius. You find yourselves traveling in Soul consciousness through the portals and stargates of
Light, through the grids of Divine Love, and now, you enter into this beautiful Isis Temple of Healing. As you
look around you, you notice that you are surrounded by the Sisterhood of the Rose, welcoming you to Isis’s
Healing Temple of Light. They surround you in their Pink Flame of Divine Love and place within your heart,
a beautiful pink rose, a symbol of the Sisterhood. And now, sweet ones, they take you into this beautiful
golden Temple of Light where you see before you Goddess Isis. She is dressed in a beautiful white flowing
robe with gold embroidered symbols across this robe ~ she has magnificent white wings, and wears a
vulture headdress combined with cow-horns encased in a solar disc. She sends you her Love and lets you
know that she is delighted that you are here, sweet ones. She understands that you have chosen the
experience of being human, and says to you that you can let this go now, you have understood what it is to
be human, and to experience the human miscreations to know yourself as Divine Love.
Isis is here to awaken the hearts of all humanity and to assist in the healing of the lower bodies with the
support of the Sisterhood of the Rose and the many Legions of Light from On High. For in order to fully
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experience the Divine Feminine aspects of Creation and the Planetary Goddess of Light, the Flame of
Divine Love must be steadfast through open hearts, and you are these open hearts, sweet ones.
Understand too, sweet ones, that you have made the soul contracts with soul brothers, and sisters, and
soul family, so that you are never alone, and even as you experience the human nature, the lower bodies,
the distorted human miscreations and your own pain bodies, you understand the courage that you have in
choosing these lessons, for you are clearing not only for yourself but for all Life. Isis now activates her
Healing Flame of Light, Overlighting by the Sisterhood of the Rose and the many female deities and Beings
of Light from On High.
As this beautiful Healing Flame activates within the base chakra, amplifying through this Red Flame, and
this Silver-Gold, Pink and Purple Flame of Light you now say:
“I am grounded and centered in the knowing of my magnificence and Light, as I draw upon the energy of
the Divine Feminine Beings of Light, the Isis Healing Flame, and the Sisterhood of the Rose. I allow myself
to fully manifest my magnificence as a sacred transfiguring Flame of Divine Love through the purification
and transmutation of all that I no longer need to experience along the karmic pathway to know myself as
Love.”
As this beautiful Healing Flame of Light now activates within the sacral chakra, this Silver-Gold, Pink and
Purple Flame of Light activates within the orange sacral chakra flame. As this Healing Flame of Light
releases old false beliefs and judgments between men and women and activates the goddess energy of
Light, the kundalini energy gently moves through each one of the chakras. As you experience this Healing
Flame of Light, you bring a focus to the healing of your relationships as you now say:
“I honor all the karmic contracts I have made to know myself as Love. As I forgive and Love myself and all
those with whom I have experienced any level of abuse and misuse of power, I understand that these
karmic contracts at their Higher Light level were made in Divine Love. I now release these karmic contracts
as I experience the Pathway of Divine Love in full appreciation of myself as a sacred transfiguring Flame of
Divine Love.”
And now as Isis takes this beautiful Healing Flame, this Silver-Gold, Pink and Purple Flame of Light
through the solar plexus chakra it merges into this Yellow Flame of Light and you find yourselves coming
into a deeper level of power, of clear boundaries, and also clearing these issues of victim and persecutor
consciousness. You are starting to feel more loving and gentle with yourself, sweet ones. You are starting
to experience a greater level of nurturing, of Self-Love, and of Self-appreciation as you now affirm:
“I create healthy boundaries and magnetize and attract into my reality those of an equal or greater Light. I
flow with grace and ease, abundance and joy, harmony and Love, trusting and surrendering to Life, trusting
and surrendering to the Divine.”
As you move into the heart chakra now, as this beautiful Isis Healing Flame activates into the emeraldgreen flame of the heart, you release the sadness, the separation, the pain, the loss ~ knowing that you
truly are this beautiful magnificent, sacred transfiguring Flame of Divine Love. And now you affirm:
“I allow myself to be healed through the Divine Love that surrounds me and imbues within me the knowing
of my magnificence and Light. My heart is the expression of Divine Love and I am One with all Life. I am
Love in embodiment and I am loved and appreciated, as I love and appreciate myself. In gratitude I receive
this beautiful Isis Healing Flame of Light. I allow myself to make the changes I need to, to know that I am
Love, and I allow myself to be an open heart in this Golden Age of Light”
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And now as Isis takes this beautiful, sacred healing Flame of Light into the throat chakra, this beautiful
Silver-Gold, Pink and Purple Flame of Light activates within the blue sacred flame of the throat chakra, as it
releases the old expressions of self that no longer serve in this Now. As this vibrational frequency activates
within the throat chakra, a deeper expression of your Soul note expresses itself as you now affirm:
“I express the utterance of my Spiritual reality in such a way that I am seen and heard, understood and
appreciated. I observe each Now moment and each perceived challenge through my Master eyes as I
express myself clearly, lovingly and gently as this sacred transfiguring Flame of Divine Love.”
And now, as you bring a focus to the third eye, as the Healing Flame of Isis, this beautiful Silver-Gold, Pink
and Purple Flame of Light activates within the third eye and through this Indigo Flame of Light. Your brow
chakra opens to your dreams and visions, beyond the veils of illusion, taking into your heart’s passion, and
your heart’s joy, and your ability to ground your Soul purpose. And now, a recalibration takes place between
the pineal, the pituitary, the thalamus and the hypothalamus, and as this occurs, you have a deep sense of
aligning into the Cosmic Heart of all Creation. Wonderful sweet ones. You now affirm:
“The veils of illusion lift for me, as I bring into this Now the parallel realities of my Highest Potential through
the Christed Timelines and my many creative gifts of Service in Love. I live my life in joy, following my
heart’s dreaming, following my heart’s passion.”
And now, as Isis’s sacred Healing Flame of Light activates within the crown chakra, a thousand-petalled
lotus appears within the crown chakra, as the Shekinah energy activates through the chakras and out the
crown chakra, as you are now surrounded in this beautiful Silver-Gold, Pink and Purple Flame of Light. You
now affirm:
“I am here in this Now to activate the Planetary Goddess archetype of Divine Love through my heart, and
to assist in this activation of the Flame of Divine Love for all humanity.”
Wonderful sweet ones. Isis now tells you to focus on the Knowing of yourselves as healers, to connect into
to the Divine intuitive intelligence of your energy bodies and your physical body. You now find yourselves
tuning into your body and seeing where it needs this healing and Love. You bring your focus to each body
part and organ ~ the lungs, the heart, the spleen, the pancreas, the liver, the intestine, the oesophagus, the
kidneys, the stomach, the bladder ~ whatever part of the body needs this healing and Love. You now take
this beautiful Healing Flame of Light, this beautiful Silver-Gold, Pink and Purple Flame of Light into every
area within the body, and now, around and within the energy body.
Good sweet ones. And now, as you link with the Sisterhood of the Rose, the Beings of Light from On High,
the wayshowers and starseeded ones, you take this beautiful Healing Flame of Light, this beautiful SilverGold, Pink and Purple Flame of Light around and within the Light Body of Mother Earth and now, into
Glastonbury Tor in the United Kingdom, the heart chakra of Mother Earth. And now, this beautiful Healing
Flame of Light ignites within the hearts of all humanity as the Planetary Goddess of Light anchors within the
Unity Grid of Divine Love, clearing the lower bodies of all humanity, so that all Life may know themselves
as Love. And to assist in this transmutation and clearing, we speak in the Language of Light.
Wonderful sweet ones. You thank Isis and the Sisterhood of the Rose for allowing you to partake in this
beautiful journey of the knowing of yourselves as the Divine Feminine aspects of Creation as you are now
invited into the Temple of Divine Love within the Pleiades. You now find yourselves traveling through the
grids of Divine Love, of stralim radiation, into the Temple of Divine Love within Alcyone. As you enter into
the Temple of Divine Love, you are surrounded by Soul family, and your Star family and friends of the Light.
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You are welcomed and greeted in Love, as these sacred transfiguring Flames of Divine Love. The
Sisterhood of the Rose now surround you, wrapping you in this beautiful Pink Flame of Divine Love, as
they again activate the pink rose of Divine Love within your heart chakra. At this Now moment sweet ones,
you align completely into the Cosmic Heart of Mother/Father God in the knowing and experience of
yourselves as Divine Love. You come into your heart’s temple, in Self-Love, Self-nurturing and Selfappreciation of your magnificence and Light. Wonderful sweet ones.
And now, as you link with the Sisterhood of the Rose, the Beings of Light from On High, and your Soul
family and friends of the Light, this beautiful Pink Flame of Divine Love activates around and within the
Light Body of Mother Earth and now, into Glastonbury Tor in the United Kingdom, the heart chakra of
Mother Earth. And now, the beautiful Pink Flame of Divine Love activates within the hearts of all humanity
as the Planetary Goddess of Light activates within the Unity Grid of Divine Love and the New Earth
Templates of Light. As this occurs, the key codes of the Divine Feminine activate within the Unity Grid of
Divine Love, healing and transmuting the abuse of the Divine Feminine. Wonderful sweet ones. And to
assist in the activation of the Flame of Divine Love, we speak in the Language of Light.
As you now experience a deeper sense of the Divine Feminine encoding of Light through the Unity Grid of
Divine Love, you find yourselves traveling in Soul consciousness into the Portals of Light that connect into
the fifth dimensional Templates of Light. Surrounded now in the beautiful Silver Flame of Interstellar Christ
Consciousness, of insight, illumination and understanding, you enter into the sixteenth Stargate Portal of
Light, as you experience the Law of Discipline. The Law of Discipline is indeed the greatest way to achieve
wisdom, independence, freedom, and Knowing, as it involves commitment to your goals and to your
spiritual aspirations. Commitment requires a daily focus to be in each Now moment and you know, sweet
ones, that you are ready to experience greater levels of discipleship, as you trust and surrender to the
Divine. And now you activate the sixteenth Cosmic Christ Holographic disc, this silver disc of Light, along
the spinal column into the appropriate vertebra that links you into the Pathways of Discipleship. You are
humbled in the knowing that you are indeed this Christ Conscious Being of Light walking this Pathway of
Divine Love, and the knowing too that all Life has this opportunity, for all Life is presented with the choice to
align their will to the will of the Divine.
As this recalibration occurs between the lower bodies, between the chakras, the nadis, and the New Earth
Templates, you experience a greater level of rebalancing and the expression of yourselves in Self Mastery.
You now find yourselves entering into this seventeenth Stargate Portal of Light as you experience the Law
of Disintegration, the final casting off of the lower sheaths to experience the I AM Avatar Body of Light. This
transmutation process of the letting go of the old to make way for new amplifies in this Now moment, and
you know that you are finally in this place of experiencing your full transformation as a world teacher,
healer, leader, and Flame of Divine Love in this Golden Age of Light. Wonderful sweet ones.
As you now anchor and activate the seventeenth Cosmic Christ Conscious Holographic Disc, this beautiful
silver Disc of Light, through the vertebrae and spinal column, you find yourselves moving the body gently,
backwards and forwards, and from side to side to integrate these Light frequencies, knowing that all is
Divinely Perfect and that Love will always prevail. Simply trust and surrender to this, sweet ones. Trust and
surrender to the Divine.
And now you find yourselves entering into the eighteenth Spiritual Stargate of Light, as you experience the
Law of Cycles. Everything in Life has a natural rhythm sweet ones, an ebb and flow. We mention this so
that you can know that every Now moment has its own perfect rhythm, much as there is day and night, light
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and dark. There is a rebalancing that occurs too, in this Spiritual Portal of Light. As you experience the Law
of Cycles, you find a greater level of equilibrium and balance within the dance of the shadow and the Light,
embracing your full range of emotions, embracing yourselves in the Light and magnificence of who you are
as these sacred transfiguring Flames of Divine Love. You now activate this eighteenth Cosmic Christ
Holographic Disc into the appropriate vertebra along the spinal column.
Wonderful sweet ones. As you experience this recalibration taking place through your lower bodies, know
too that the Cancer New Moon on June 27th will bring a greater level of reunion of your Inner Masculine
and Feminine Spirits of Light. You trust in the knowing that in this Now moment all is Divinely Perfect and
you are finally being able to release the lower energies at a cellular level, at an etheric, emotional and
mental level, as you activate the Flame of Divine Love within your hearts.
You now find yourself back in your sacred space, grounding into the energy of Mother Earth, feeling this
blessed Knowing that now truly you are walking this Pathway of Divine Love as this sacred transfiguring
Flame of Divine Love. It is a time of celebration sweet ones ~ celebrate yourselves, your magnificence and
Light as you come into a deeper level of Self-Love, Self-appreciation, and Self-nurturing. You ground into
the crystal heart of Mother Earth, sweet ones, as you connect into the Inner Earth Sun, into the Golden
Solar Sun Disc of Light within your hearts, to the Sun, the Central Sun, and now, the Great Central Sun,
and the Cosmic Heart of Mother/Father God. You are doing well, sweet ones, very well ~ and we thank you
for your service work, and with this we bless you as we bid you a most magical day.
Transcribed by Eadie Miller.
Mp3 download www.pleiadianlight.net/free-downloads
You Tube Video of Mp3 http://youtu.be/OMn4al7Fe3E
Artwork on this page by Art Dimension http://martdimension.com/
Suggested link http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2014/05/sisterhood-of-rose.html

http://www.pleiadianlight.net/33-stargate-portals-light-june-2014/
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http://www.aramnahrin.org/English/Arameans_Syria_Iraq_Blind_Leading_Blind_21_2_2014.htm

Aramean people: Aramean people (not to be confused with ‘Armenians’) speak Aramaic, the
language spoken by Abraham, Moses and Jesus. They are the indigenous people of what was
called in ancient times Aram- Nahrin, in our days it is called ‘Mesopotamia’.
Some Arameans today identify themselves with “Assyrians”, because of the spiritual colonial hate

generating activities of the Western missionaries and diplomats in the Middle-East in 16th and 19th
centuries. Other Arameans became known as “Chaldeans”. However all of them are Arameans.

Arameans of Iraq and Syria: when the blind is leading the blind and
is serving as extermination tool in the hands of illuminati.
1. Introduction
2. Arameans of Iraq
3. Arameans of Syria
3.1. ADO representative Foreign Affairs is “concerned”……
4. The origin of “Assyrian” fanaticism, their blindness, veneration of
occult powers
4.1. The love for Nimrod and Samiramis is the spirit of antichrist
4.1.1. Nimrod Mighty Hunter… “Gaboro”…
4.1.2. They are our brothers, fathers, uncles….
4.2. United Kingdom, “Assyrianism” and antichrist
4.2.1. Nineveh plain…..safe haven…..
5. Conclusion
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1. Introduction

George Sabra, leader of "Syrian
Younadam Khanna, leader of
"Assyrian Democratic Movement" National Council" in Istanbul
in Iraq.
Looking at the situation of Iraq and Syria, one does not need to be expert to understand that the utter
destruction of these two countries had nothing to do with “democracy”, “human rights” and “freedom”.
These terms are used to camouflage modification of the map of Middle-East. In this modification process,
horrific crimes are committed by the colonial illuminati powers against amongst others the Aramean nation
(fake “Assyrian”), living since thousands of years in this part of the world.
In the past we informed our beloved reader in various analyses on the demonic plan for the Middle-East
which amongst others includes the extermination or disappearance of the Aramean indigenous nation. To
achieve this unholy goal, the apostate Islamic terrorists and the apostate Arameans who call themselves
“Assyrians”- the spiritual children of Nimrod and Samiramis- will be used by the illuminati powers.
In our analysis of 2nd of august 2012 we wrote this about the coming extermination/ethnic cleansing of the
Arameans of Syria:

So what will happen with the Arameans of Syria? Well, the anti-Aramean colonial spiritual slavery
product “Assyrians” are again engaged in a spiritual fornication with their Western masters and
creators that will result in the downfall and extermination of the indigenous Aramean nation of Syria.
This is perfectly in agreement with the demonic colonial plan that has been concocted in the
antichristian Western colonial laboratories of these wicked powers. And their spiritual children and
creation “Assyrians” are a useful tool to achieve this unholy goal of extermination.
And therefore, the Aramean and other Christians of Syria are indeed not of interest to the demonic
colonial Western powers and thus there is no place for them in the future of new Syria. That is the
antichristian and anti-Aramean demonic colonial plan. They simply will be trampled and will be trusted
to the mercy of the Western backed “Freedom Fighters” – Al Qaeada- Death-Squads.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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The question is not if, but when the ethnic cleansing of the Arameans of Syria will start. It depends
on how strong and stable the Syrian army is. If in the coming weeks/ months the army disintegrates
fast enough, then the hell will break loose and the colonial Western backed death-squads and
mercenaries will start with their work on full scale.
And those responsible for the bloodbaths, blowing up of churches, chasing away of Aramean people,
killing and extermination of men, women, clergy and families and other unparalleled misery they will
be facing with, are nobody but the anti-Aramean, antichristian, criminal, colonial product “Assyrians”
who commit spiritual fornication with everyone. They call themselves “Christians”, but have totally
nothing to do with Christian faith (this is probably the reason why some western “Christians” love
them so much). They use “Christian” faith only as a mean to open certain doors that normally would
be closed.
They have committed spiritual fornication with the PKK resulting in horrible consequences for our
people in Turkey, including the present problems and law-suits with the Aramean St. Gabriel
Monastery.
They have committed spiritual fornication with Bush and Blair that have resulted in the downfall of our
people in Iraq.
They now are engaged in an unholy marriage with Muslim brotherhood that at the end will result in
the downfall of our people in Syria.

What we feared, back then, is now unfortunately unfolding in details before our eyes and has become daily
news.
In case of Iraq, the “Assyrian Democratic Movement” (ADM) and its leader Younadam Khanna was
instrumental and in case of Syria, the “Assyrian Democratic Organization” (ADO) will be used as instrument
to destroy the Aramean nation of Syria.

2. Arameans of Iraq
Mr. Bush and Blair managed masterfully to win the hearts of the unholy spiritual colonial product
“Assyrians” of their forefathers to side with them in toppling the regime of Saddam Hussein. The
“Assyrians” went into ecstasies when Mr. Bush and Blair made reference to them in their speeches.
President Bush: (October 7, 2002) “The oppression of Kurds, Assyrians, Turkomans, Shi'a, Sunnis and
others…”
President Bush: (March 16, 2003) “…..All the Iraqi people -- its rich mix of Sunni and Shiite Arabs, Kurds,
Turkomen, Assyrians, Chaldeans,……”
President Bush: (April 28, 2003) “Whether you're Sunni or Shia or Kurd or Chaldean or Assyrian or
Turkoman or Christian or Jew or Muslim …”
Tony Blair: (March 30, 2003): “I want all Iraqis - Arab, Assyrian, Kurd, Turkoman, Sunni, Shiite, Christian
and all other groups…”
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To completely win their hearts, Mr. Bush added the organization of Mr. Younadam Khanna (ADM) to the list
of opposition groups who were supported by the US to topple the regime of Saddam Hussein. In
“Presidential Determination No. 2003-05” we read:
………………….I hereby determine that each of the following groups is a democratic opposition
organization and that each satisfies the criteria set forth in section 5(c) of the Act: the Assyrian Democratic
Movement;…………………………….
I hereby designate each of these organizations as eligible to receive assistance under section 4 of the
Act………………………….
This resulted in that the fallen Arameans who call themselves “Assyrians” welcomed Mr. Bush and Blair as
“heroes” to please come and “liberate” them from that “ruthless” dictator Saddam Hussein and were eager
to assist Mr. Bush and Blair in every possible ways to get rid of Saddam Hussein and bring “democracy”,
“freedom” and “human rights” to Iraq. The result of this shameless spiritual fornication was just terrifying to
our people in Iraq. Already more than 70% of the Aramean indigenous nation has left Iraq and the
remaining Arameans are also considering leaving the country. And with that, the spiritual children of Nimrud
and Semiramis have fulfilled their task under supervision of their colonial illuminati masters.
On 2nd of May 2004, the local News Paper “The Modesto Bee (http://www.modbee.com/)” reported in an
article “Sign bashing president shocks Assyrian visitor” on the visit of Younadam Khanna to the United
States.
On the love of “Assyrians” for Mr. Bush, we read: “Walking through Dulles International Airport on Saturday,
Younadam Kanna, the leader of the Assyrian Democratic Movement political party in Iraq, saw a sticker on
a newsstand that read: Bush is the Butcher of Baghdad.”………………
…………………. "I could not believe what I read," …… "To us in Iraq, he is not a butcher. He is a savior.
Yes, maybe he is a butcher to terrorists, but we appreciate that." ……………………
"Bush is a hero in Iraq — he brought freedom to our country," he said. "Yes, (Osama) bin Laden thinks
Bush is a butcher. But Americans think so, too? It is a tragedy to think that some Americans share
viewpoints with a terrorist like bin Laden."
On toppling of Saddam Hussein, Khanna says: "The vast majority of Iraqi people are happy that Saddam is
gone," …………………. "We have a normal life now…………….”
On the role of media concerning coverage on Iraq, Mr. Khanna says: "The media is exaggerating only the
negative side," ……. "Ninety percent of the new Iraq is good. Ten percent is bad. But the media only
focuses on the problems. Where are the stories of our new life, of our liberation, of our freedom?"
In the National Review Online of 19th of may 2004, Mr. Khanna says in an article entitled “Kana's Iraq, a
story you can't hear enough of”: “We are calling on...America not to stop; to go on with us on this blessed
mission, …………. this blessed mission of liberation, of democracy, and of freedom."
On the regime of Saddam Hussein Mr. Khanna says: "Under Saddam's sectarian, apartheid policies, we
were fifth-degree citizens," Kana explains. "……………..
On the “glorious” liberations and the rights of “Assyrians” he says: "The Iraqi people are free now," …….
"For the first time in the history of Iraq — ……. our neighbors, and the majority of people today, recognize
us [Assyrian Christians],…………………….
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“Bush is hero”, “Bush is savior”, he brought freedom”, “our new life”, “our liberation”, “our freedom”,
“blessed mission”, “liberation, democracy, freedom”, “we are free”, recognize us” ? Well beloved reader,
what to say about such foolishness, blindness and sorcery? Mr. Bush had impressed the apostate
Arameans who call themselves “Assyrians” so much so, that they were attributing him kind of messianic
qualities in describing him as their “savior.”
Please note that Mr. Khanna proudly states “our neighbors, and the majority of people today, recognize us
[Assyrian Christians]…”
This has been always the ultimate goal of the apostate Arameans who call themselves “Assyrians” and that
is: glorification and advertising the unholy illuminati product “Assyrians”, no matter the killings, ethnic
cleansing, destruction of the life in Iraq, blowing up Aramean churches and forcing the Aramean indigenous
nation into Diaspora. All these sacrifices are okay, as long as they can benefit from it to advertise the
colonial illuminati invention “Assyrians” in reference to all the Aramean denominations in Iraq and abroad.
Such statements by Mr. Khanna and other “Assyrians” to “glorify” the work of Mr. Bush in Iraq, did not
contribute to the wellbeing of the Aramean people in Iraq. On the contrary, these kind of extremely
dangerous statements were serving as grist to the mills of fanatics in Iraq to target the defenseless
Arameans in Iraq.
The result of this foolishness, spiritual fornication and blindness was that under the watchful eyes of the
Americans and British, the Aramean churches were blown up and burned, their clergy abducted and killed,
their men, women, sons and daughter killed and more than 70% of them have expelled out of Iraq. But,
beloved reader, who cares about this terrifying misery that is happening to our people in Iraq? World
powers, media…..who????..... You see, this is the way the evil works!!!
Mr. Khanna however cannot get enough in expressing his admiration for the “liberators” of Iraq no matter
the daily flying around of human body parts, bloodbaths, indescribable horrors, disrupting and
extermination of life in Iraq.
On 15th of august 2008, The Modesto Bee reported in an article entitled “Visiting Turlock, Iraqi official says
his country is stabilizing” on the visit of Younadam Khanna: "Thanks to God we got rid of the Saddam
Hussein regime, and we appreciate all the Americans and other friends who gave their support to get rid
of this bad guy," Kanna said”
We cannot imagine beloved reader that it was the will of the God YAHWEH, the God of Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob to plunge Iraq in this hopelessness, sorrow and misery. On the contrary, the daily bloodbaths,
havoc, destruction, deformed children due to use of uranium, extermination and devastation of the life in
Iraq are a delicious sacrifice to the god of illuminati lucifer/satan. This are however matters where Mr.
Khanna and other apostate Arameans who call themselves “Assyrians” are not able to understand anything
from it. Do not try to explain them that the so-called “terrorists” are nothing but an unholy product created
and developed in the insane and antichristian colonial illuminati laboratories. They give you the impression
as if they are completely hypnotized and cannot look outside the box they have been put in.
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